Summer activity at Dänojà Zho Cultural Centre in Dawson City, Yukon.
(867) 993 -7100 ext. 500 cultural.centre@trondek.ca
Open In Summer Monday to Saturday 10am to 5pm.
Gift Shop. The Dänojà Zho Gifts Shop has hand crafted items that are unique and feature the work of the
many talented Yukon sewers and beaders. Check out our northern themed and wonder filled gifts.
Tea Table. Join us for a glass of wild-crafted tea or try some local berry juice (when the fruit is ripe and
ready) at the lobby Tea Table. Staff will be happy to share basic information on the tea of the day.
Creative Corner. The Dänojà Zho Cultural Centre staff often have a creative or cultural pursuit under way.
Guests can stop and check out what we are up to.
Wild and Rosie Apothecary Program. Explore how to create beautiful, natural products with plants from
our traditional territory.
Radio Zho– Live by the Riverside. Join the radio audience under the big white tent for a live broadcast on
CFYT 106.9 FM. One hour of music, local news, ideas, laughs and the Hän word of the day. Check out the
program on line too at http://stream.cfyt.ca:8000/stream.m3u
The Beading Circle. Learn the basic techniques to begin the art of beading. You will come away with a
whole new appreciation for the traditions and artistry of this timeless art form.
Bannock and Sourdough: Food of the trail. Join Dänojà Zho and Parks Canada staff for hot bannock and
yummy sourdough. Learn about the history of these hardy foods of the north and enjoy a cup of campfire
coffee or bush tea.
Sasquatch and the Unexplained. A North-end walking tour sharing stories of the unfamiliar. Leave from
the Dänojà Zho and stroll with a heritage interpreter up to the base of the Moosehide Slide for a truly
super-natural chat about bush man encounters.
The Hammerstone Gallery: Our Culture, Our Stories Tour. Spend some time with a Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in
citizen and hear the stories of our vibrant community. Tours are 30-50 minutes in length. Daily 10:30am.
1:30pm and 3:30pm.
Chin Chin Zhit Nodrik- Inside a Box is Light Shadow Storytelling presentation: An entertaining shadow show
sharing stories of long ago and stories of today. For the young and the young at heart! Hand crafted and
performed by Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in staff.

